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Summary 

Plenty of foods belong to the dispersed systems with particles of soft or rigid character, 

which are imbedded in a continuous polymeric matrix phase by forming a specific 

interface between these components. However, in food, and especially cereal science, 

the knowledge about the rheological impact of this particle-polymer interface is limited. 

In contrast to synthetic systems, the characterization of the network structures is 

difficult for natural food systems, such as wheat dough, and led to a large number of 

different network models. On the one hand, raw material-based fluctuations contribute 

to this challenging situation, which, on the other hand, is enhanced by the high 

complexity of the system (dough). A critical review of literature has shown that even 

the separation into the individual components (e.g. only polymer) and their separate 

analysis results in different classifications of the network depending on the nature of 

the raw material and the used analytical approach. Thus, the analysis of complex, 

native particle-polymer based food systems, is not appropriate for a more detailed 

analysis of the influence of the particle-polymer interface on the material behavior. 

In this context, the complexity of the natural particle-polymer systems was gradually 

reduced by imitating the particulate component using inert glass particles. Particularly 

with regard to wheat dough and the ambivalent character of gluten, an imitation of 

gluten matrix by using standardizable polymers with similar mechanical properties was 

also necessary, due to the ambivalent character of gluten. The cellulose-based matrix 

(4 parts HPC, 1 part PVP), which has proven to be suitable for gluten imitation, also 

enables the consideration of particle-polymer interface in a carbohydrate-based matrix. 

By the stepwise imitation of wheat dough, the impact of particle-polymer interface can 

be analyzed, both with protein-based systems (gluten with glass beads, hybrid dough 

system) and with carbohydrate-based systems (HPC-PVP with glass beads, artificial 

dough), and thus for the two most common representatives of food matrices. 

Establishing a defined modification procedure of particulates surface makes it possible 

to control the surface functionality without inducing further changes. For this purpose, 

coatings were chosen in order to imitate typical functional groups of the native starch 

surface: A propyl-silane was used to imitate the hydrophobic, non-polar character of 

fats (alkyl chains), hydrophilic and polar areas were imitated with cyano-silane, sulfur-

containing areas with mercapto-silane, nitrogen-containing areas with amino-silane 

and covalent interactions by cross-linkers. After the successful validation of surface 
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functionalization and the characterization of interface characteristics with regard to the 

adhesiveness and the adsorption mechanism of the polymers, surface 

functionalization demonstrated already significant differences in the network formation. 

Depending on the surface functionalization, the required time to develop the maximum 

network strength, as well as network strength itself, varied between 3.2 and 6.0 

minutes, respectively 464 and 874 mNm (protein-based matrix). The following 

fundamental rheological analyzes were able to show further differences of mechanical 

network properties depending on surface functionalization, e.g. in the network strength 

Af ranges from 15250 ± 2316 to 22591 ± 3481 Pa s1/z or the fracture strain ranges from 

4.4 to 7.0 (protein-based matrix). 

In order to transfer the impact of particle-polymer interface to the mechanical 

properties, native wheat doughs were analyzed using the appropriate rheological 

methods and compared with the respective properties of the imitating systems. In 

particular, the importance of an impeded detachment between particle (starch) and 

polymer (gluten network), in order to increase the deformability of the systems before 

total structural break down, becomes apparent.  

By establishing a new approach of presenting defined glass beads surfaces, which 

imitate functional groups of starch particle surfaces, the associated standardization 

contributes significantly to a better understanding of the particle-polymer interface on 

the mechanical behavior of food matrices. Above all, an understanding of particle-

polymer interface characteristics (adhesiveness/adsorption mechanism) has proven to 

be essential in order to interpret the impact on the mechanical properties. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Zahlreiche Lebensmittel sind den dispersen Systemen zuzuordnen, welche Partikel 

mit weicher oder festen Beschaffenheit aufweisen. Diese sind in eine kontinuierliche 

polymere Matrix eingebettet und bilden dadurch eine spezifische Grenzfläche aus. 

Jedoch ist in der Lebensmittel- und vor allem der Getreidewissenschaft, das Wissen 

über den Einfluss der Partikel-Polymer Grenzfläche stark limitiert. Im Gegensatz zu 

synthetischen Systemen gestaltet sich die Charakterisierung der Netzwerkstrukturen 

bei natürlichen Lebensmittelsystemen, wie Weizenteig, schwierig und führt prinzipiell 

zu einer Vielzahl von unterschiedlichen Netzwerk-Modellen. Hierzu tragen einerseits 

die rohstoffbasierten Schwankungen bei, andererseits stellt die hohe Komplexität der 

(Teig-) Systeme an sich eine Herausforderung dar. Die kritische Auseinandersetzung 

mit der Literatur hat gezeigt, dass selbst die Auftrennung in die einzelnen 

Komponenten (z.B. nur Polymer) und deren separierte Analyse je nach 

Rohstoffbeschaffenheit und verwendeter Belastungsart/-intensität der Messmethode 

zu unterschiedlichen Klassifizierungen des Netzwerks führt. Somit erscheint eine 

Analyse des nativen Gesamtsystems, bestehend aus Partikel und Polymer, als 

ungeeignet um den Einfluss der Partikel-Polymer Grenzfläche auf das 

Materialverhalten nähergehend zu analysieren. 

Vor dem Hintergrund dieser Problemstellung, erfolgte eine stufenweise Reduzierung 

der Komplexität der natürlichen Partikel-Polymer Systeme durch die Imitation der 

partikulären Komponente mittels inerten Glaspartikeln. Speziell in Hinblick auf 

Weizenteig ist weiterhin, aufgrund des ambivalenten Charakters des Glutens, die 

Imitation der Glutenmatrix durch standardisiertere Polymere mit ähnlichen 

mechanischen Eigenschaften notwendig. Die sich herbei als geeignet erwiesene 

Cellulose basierte Matrix (4 Teile HPC, 1 Teil PVP), ermöglicht weiterhin die 

Betrachtung des Einflusses der Partikel-Polymer Grenzfläche in einer 

kohlenhydratbasierten Matrix. Durch die stufenweise Imitation des Weizenteiges kann 

der Einfluss der Grenzfläche sowohl bei protein-basierten Partikel-Polymersystemen 

(Gluten mit Glaspartikeln, hybrides Teigsystem), als auch bei kohlenhydrat-basierten 

Systemen (HPC-PVP mit Glaspartikeln, künstlicher Teig) und somit für die zwei 

häufigsten Vertreter lebensmittelbasierter Partikel-Polymersysteme, analysiert 

werden. Die Etablierung einer gezielten Modifikation der partikulären Oberfläche 

ermöglicht es die Oberflächenfunktionalität zu kontrollieren, ohne dabei weitere 
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Veränderungen zu induzieren. Hierfür wurden Beschichtungen so gewählt, dass 

typische funktionelle Gruppen der nativen Stärkeoberfläche imitiert werden: Zur 

Imitation des hydrophoben, unpolaren Charakters von Fetten (Alkylketten) wurde ein 

Propyl-Silan verwendet, hydrophile und polare Bereiche wurden mittels Cyano-Silan 

imitiert, schwefelhaltige Bereiche mittels Mercapto-Silan und stickstoffhaltige Bereiche 

mittels Amino-Silan. Um zusätzliche den Einfluss kovalenter partikel-polymer 

Interkationen greifbar zu machen, wurden zwei Linker verwendet. Nach der 

erfolgreichen Validierung der Oberflächenfunktionalisierung und der Charakterisierung 

der Grenzflächeneigenschaften hinsichtlich der Adhäsivität und des 

Adsorptionsmechanismus der Polymere konnten bereits bei der Netzwerkentwicklung 

deutliche Unterschiede in der Entwicklungszeit der Partikel-Polymer Systeme 

aufgezeigt werden. Je nach Oberflächenfunktionalisierung variierte die notwendige 

Zeit zur Ausbildung der maximalen Netzwerkstärke zwischen 3,2 bis 6,0 Minuten und 

464 bis 874 mNm (proteinbasierte Matrix). Die nachfolgenden fundamental 

rheologischen Analysen konnten weitere Unterschiede wie z.B. in der Netzwerkstärke 

Af (15250 ± 2316 bis 22591 ± 3481 Pa s1/z) oder der Bruchdehnung (4,4 bis 7.0) 

aufzeigen (proteinbasierte Matrix).   

Um eine Deutung über den Einfluss der nativen Stärkeoberfläche in 

Weizenteigsystemen auf deren mechanische Eigenschaften vornehmen zu können, 

wurden native Teige mit den entsprechenden rheologischen Methoden analysiert und 

mit den jeweiligen Eigenschaften der imitierenden Systeme verglichen. Hierbei hat sich 

vor allem ein verzögertes Ablösen der Polymere (Gluten) von der Partikeloberfläche 

(Stärke) durch eine hohe Adhäsivität als wichtig herausgestellt um einen frühzeitigen 

Strukturzusammenbruch unter Deformation zu vermeiden. 

Die gezielte Steuerung der partikulären Oberflächenfunktionalität stellt in der 

Lebensmittelwissenschaft einen innovativen Ansatz dar, welcher durch die 

Standardisierung wesentlich dazu beiträgt das Verständnis über den Einfluss der 

Partikel-Polymergrenzfläche auf das Materialverhalten zu vertiefen. Hierbei hat sich 

vor allem das Verständnis über die Grenzflächeneigenschaften zwischen Partikel und 

Polymer hinsichtlich der Adhäsivität und des Adsorptionsmechanismus als 

unabdingbar herausgestellt, um die Effekte auf die mechanischen Eigenschaften 

interpretieren zu können. 
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1 Introduction 

Starch is a very common component of many food systems, whose functional 

properties allow versatile applications either as particles or as polymers. In the native 

stage, the granular state of starch enables a particle-based usage. In the presence of 

water, a temperature increase induces a swelling/breaking of starch granules in 

combination with the loss of the crystalline structure (gelatinization) and results in the 

formation of polymeric networks. This property makes starch predestinated for the 

usage as a thickening and gelling agent since a long time (Maningat et al., 2009). In 

contrast, the usage of starch as a particle is a relatively new area of application with 

limited knowledge about the resulting mechanical properties of the particle-polymer 

interface and its influence on the surrounding matrix phase or the overall particle-

polymer system. In general, starch particles offer a broad field for application. For 

example, they can serve as stabilization agents in Pickering emulsions (Zhu, 2019), as 

fat-replacers (Chen et al., 2020), as nano-particles in food systems 

(encapsulation/carrier/releasing agents) or as part of nano-composites in material 

science (filler reinforcement) (Kumari et al., 2020). To fulfill all of these applications, 

starch particles often need modifications regarding their size or surface functionality. 

The natural origin of starch makes it poorly reproducible. In consequence, the applied 

methods for size or surface modification often result in inconsistent properties that in 

turn, hamper the understanding of particle-based impact on mechanical properties of 

the particle-polymer interface, the surrounding matrix phase, as well as the overall 

particle-polymer system. In particular, particle surface, as part of the interface with the 

surrounding (polymeric) matrix, is of considerable importance regarding the resulting 

mechanical properties (Fröhlich et al., 2005); (Bokobza & Rapoport, 2002), since 

particle surface affects the interactions with the surrounding (polymeric) phase and 

thus, significantly influence the rheological properties by occurring mechanisms like 

reinforcement or debonding/delocalization (Payne effect) (Edwards, 1990); (Sternstein 

& Zhu, 2002). Especially, polymeric matrices with a pronounced viscoelastic character, 

like gluten, would be affected. However, the impact of these particle-based mechanical 

mechanisms (e.g. reinforcement, Payne effect), which are well established in material 

science, are almost unknown, regarding the rheology of viscoelastic food systems, like 

wheat dough. The unavoidable raw material based fluctuations of natural food 

systems, such as wheat dough, complicate the understanding of particle-polymer 
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interfaces and their impact on the mechanical behavior, due to their limited degree of 

standardization. Nevertheless, to gain a more detailed understanding, it requires a 

reduction of complexity by increasing the standardization of particle-polymer interface 

in food systems. Using a hybrid artificial approach, consisting of inert particles with a 

defined coating, offers this standardization and enables a specific assessment of the 

particle surface located functional groups, regarding the polymeric adsorption 

mechanism. In combination with a comprehensive rheological analysis, the impact of 

particle surface on the mechanical properties of viscoelastic food systems can thus be 

investigated. 

In the following section, the general effects of particles (proportion higher percolation 

threshold) on the mechanical properties of viscoelastic networks is explained. The 

relevance for food systems and the occurring challenges are discussed by the example 

of wheat dough, before the thesis outline is presented. 

1.1 Impact of particles on viscoelastic polymeric matrices 

Adding reinforcements, like particles or fibers, to a viscoelastic polymeric matrix 

modifies the mechanical properties significantly. Therefore, great efforts are made and 

are still needed until today, to understand the interacting effects of particles and 

(polymeric) matrix for designing materials of specific characteristics. The most 

comprehensive research is probable made in the field of material science of rubber 

reinforcement. Thus, most of the following explanations are based of rubber/synthetic 

polymers (or metal-based matrixes), combined with different reinforcements, whose 

proportion exceeds the percolation threshold. In general, the observed mechanical 

changes can be summarized by the following terms: mechanical reinforcement, Payne-

effect and Mullins-effect. The term mechanical reinforcement describes the general 

modification of stress-strain behavior. This implies an increase of moduli, tensile 

strength and elongation at break (Edwards, 1990). The latter terms (Payne- and 

Mullins-effect) relate to energy dissipation phenomena. Under small deformations, a 

strong decrease of storage module with a simultaneous increase of loss module occur 

(compare figure 1). This observation corresponds to the breakdown of particle-particle 

interactions. Under large deformations, the Mullins-effect becomes visible by a stress 

softening during a second tensile cycle (Bokobza & Rapoport, 2002); (Srivastava & 

Mishra, 2018).  
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Figure 1: Strain dependent contribution of structural elements of particle reinforced systems on the 

modulus or viscosity according to (Roland, 2016). 

The level of these mechanical phenomena depends on the properties of the polymeric 

phase as well as the particular phase and their synergistic effects. As illustrated in 

figure 2, different structural elements affect the mechanical behavior of the particle-

reinforced system.  

 

Figure 2: Impact of mechanical strain on the structural elements of particle-reinforced viscoelastic matrices 

according to (Fu & Wang, 2016). 

Based on the polymeric network, junctions of covalent or non-covalent character and 

entanglements contribute to mechanical network properties. Filler particles affects 

mechanical properties either by an adsorption of polymers or the formation of particle 

networks. In general, the hydrodynamic effect, which bases on the inclusion of rigid 

particles, cause an increase of moduli over all strains (Luginsland et al., 2002); (You 

et al., 2021). This effect strongly depends on the particle volume fraction. If the volume 

fraction correspond or exceed the percolation threshold, particle-particle interactions 

will affect the moduli (Bokobza & Rapoport, 2002). In general, applying a mechanical 
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stress to a particle reinforced polymeric network will stress the structural elements at 

different deformation scales, as illustrated in figure 2 (Roland, 2016). Since the 

deformability of the polymeric matrix is high, compared to that of rigid particles, the 

local deformation of polymers, which are located interstitial to particles, will be higher 

as the overall global deformation. This strain amplification contributes, inter alia, to the 

reinforcing effect (Song & Zheng, 2016).  

Particles used for reinforcement cover a large range of materials and can be classified 

according to different characteristics (compare fig. 3). Based on the history of usage, 

carbon black and silica correspond to the conventional types of filler particles, whereas 

bio-based filler types are used only recently. Beside the time-based characterization, 

filler particles can be further classified based on their origin (natural vs. synthetic) or 

their size. Even this classification given by Roy et al. (2020) is quite general and 

comprise a limited number of characteristics, it illustrates the broadness of used filler 

types (Roy et al., 2020).  

 

Figure 3: General classification of filler particles according to (Roy et al., 2020).  

1.1.1 Size/-distribution 

Beside this large heterogeneity of filler particles, all types have a critical size (Fan et 

al., 2020) and rigidity in common, which can be considered as a requirement for acting 

as a reinforcement. The effect of particle size on the mechanical properties will be 

discussed next. Filler particles can be grouped regarding their size into nano-,micro- 

and macroscopic particles, with the magnitudes given in figure 4 (Nemati Giv et al., 

2018). The smaller the particles, the higher the surface area. In consequence, at a 

constant volume fraction, smaller particles offer a larger interface for particle-polymer 

adsorption and thus, making stress transfer mechanisms from polymeric matrix to 

particles more effective (Nemati Giv et al., 2018). As a result, the modification of stress-

strain behavior (reinforcement) is more pronounced for smaller particles (Roy et al., 
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2020). In addition, dispersion ability increases with decreasing particles size, which 

contributes to an increased surface area, too (Fan et al., 2020). 

However, reducing the particle size is not always accompanied by a complete change 

of rheological values. For example, the Young’s modulus remains unaffected by a 

reduction of particle size (Nakamura et al., 1992); (Spanoudakis & Young, 1984); 

(Lazzeri et al., 2004); (Singh et al., 2002), whereas the tensile strength and fracture 

toughness shows an unlimited correlation with particle size (Reynaud et al., 2001); 

(Zhang et al., 2004); (Singh et al., 2002). Therefore, Fu et al. (2008) suggested a critical 

value for the Young’s modulus, which limits the size-based effect on moduli. Above 

this critical value, a modification of particle size shows no considerable effects 

anymore. The magnitude of critical particle size depends on the particle itself, the 

matrix and the particle-matrix adhesion, preventing a predictability (Fu et al., 2008). 

The different mechanical effects indicate, that beside the particle size, the mobility of 

particles is important. Gersappe et al. (2002) suppose a function for particle mobility, 

depending on particle size, attractive forces between particle-polymer and the 

thermodynamic state of the polymeric matrix (Gersappe, 2002). Furthermore, the 

aspect ratio (shape) is under debate to affect the mobility and thus the mechanical 

properties (El Moumen et al., 2015). 

 

Figure 4: Classification of filler particles based on their size according to (Nemati Giv et al., 2018).  

1.1.2 Shape 

The shape of reinforcements comprises inter alia spherical, ellipsoidal, cylindrical, or 

fibrous forms. Their shape can be described by the aspect ratio of length to width. In 

general, for reinforcements with a high aspect ratio (length to cross-sectional 

diameter), the orientation in respect of the applied load significantly affects the 

occurring stress fields (Fukuda & Kawata, 1974), (Böhm et al., 2002). However, the 

literature-based estimation about the contribution of shape on the mechanical 

properties is quite controversial and ranges from a negligible (Huang et al., 2010) to a 
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significant (Srivastava et al., 2011) impact. The standard of observation seems to affect 

the obtained impact of particle shape significantly. For reinforced metal-based matrices 

a significantly lower ductility and a slightly higher yield strength can be observed with 

increasing aspect ratio (Song et al., 1996); (Böhm et al., 2002). Despite a deviating 

character of matrix phase, also hydrogels show an increased stiffness with increasing 

aspect ratio of reinforcements (Zhang et al., 2019b), which makes the consideration of 

particle shape reasonable for food matrices. Based on the metal matrices, the 

differences in mechanical properties correspond with a modified micro stress 

distribution. Reinforcements with a high aspect ratio (like fibers) bear higher stresses 

and fluctuations in stress load than those with a smaller aspect ratio (like spherical 

particles) (Böhm et al., 2002). As a result, deviating failure mechanisms occur. For 

spherical reinforcements, a void nucleation is supposed, whereas fibrous 

reinforcements cause a fracture and matrix ligament rupture (Song et al., 1996). Based 

on the explanations of particle size and shape, it becomes apparent, that a defined 

analysis of particle surface functionality and their impact on network properties requires 

particles of constant size/volume and shape. 

1.1.3 Surface 

Regarding network formation (particle-particle/particle-polymer based), surface activity 

of reinforcements is a predominant factor, since it determines the interactions between 

the polymeric and particular phase (Bokobza & Rapoport, 2002). Surface activity can 

be understood in a chemical sense, based on the chemical groups presented at the 

surface, or in a physical sense, based on surface energy leading to adsorptions 

(Fröhlich et al., 2005). There is a general consensus, that the extent of particle-polymer 

interactions affects the rheological properties significantly. Therefore, the control of 

particle-polymer compatibility, by using surface modification methods, like coating-

/coupling-agents, plasma/heat treatment, (Ramier et al., 2007), is an important topic. 

The reinforcing effect depends on the effectivity of stress transfer. Consequently, 

highly adhesive particles increases strength more than poor adhesive particles (Fu et 

al., 2008). The adhesiveness between particle and polymer also influences the 

structure of the particle-polymer based system. Based on a given particle-polymer 

system with a fixed dispersion, the modification of particle surface by coating cause 

modifications in the network structure, as well as the deformation behavior, as 

illustrated in figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Impact of particle surface activity on the resulting network formation and behavior under 

deformation according to (Luginsland et al., 2002), respectively (Sarkawi et al., 2014).  

In the case of bifunctional coating, which is acting as coupling agent between particle 

and polymer, a particle-based network and a bound rubber layer are formed. The 

particle-based network encloses and separates parts of the rubber phase from the 

overall polymer network (occluded rubber), whereas the bound rubber layer remains 

accessible for polymer network interactions (Luginsland et al., 2002). The bound 

rubber phase can be adsorbed loosely or even by strong covalent interactions and in 

different structures ranging from single, multiple or inter-aggregate attachment 

(Sarkawi et al., 2014). Using a monofunctional coating, also causes the formation of a 

particle-based network with enclosed parts of the rubber and an adsorption of polymers 

at the particle surface. However, the rubber adsorption, as well as the particle-particle 

interactions are only of weak character. In consequence, the particle-polymer system 

behaves different under deformation. First, the breakdown of the particle-based 

network occurs. This is comparable for both coating types and results in the release of 

the occluded rubber, which promotes a further decrease of modulus. Regarding the 

adsorbed rubber, a deviating behavior of mono- and bifunctional coating becomes 

visible. Loosely adsorbed rubber at the monofunctional coating will be detached due 

to the applied load. A further decrease of modulus results from this detachment. In 

contrast, the strong (covalent) adsorbed rubber at the bifunctional surface withstand 

the applied load and results in a lower modulus reduction (Luginsland et al., 2002). 
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1.1.4 Nature of polymeric matrix  

Reinforced polymer systems belong to the composites. The polymers represent the 

primary phase of continuous character, whereas the particles belong to the dispersed 

phase. In general, the character of the matrix phase determines the appropriate 

applications of the final reinforced system (Jose & Joseph, 2012). For example, the 

low network strength/viscosity of a particle-reinforced wall paint matrix phase enables 

an easy application, whereas the high network strength of reinforced metal-based 

matrices allows high yield strengths. Since each polymeric matrix is very specific 

regarding the network formation and the mechanical properties, only some general 

aspects of matrix properties on particle reinforcement are considered in this chapter. 

A homogenous dispersion of particles is one of the main challenges, since particles 

have a high surface energy and strong tendency for agglomeration (Rong et al., 2013). 

The dispersibility can be regarded as a combined effect of enthalpic and entropic 

interactions (Balazs et al., 2006). The alignment of polymer chains close to the particles 

cause a reduction of conformational entropy. To maximize entropy, polymers try to 

repell the particles. As a result, density of polymeric chains can be reduced near the 

particles. This segregation effect is assumed to be promoted for shorter polymer chains 

(Crosby & Lee, 2007). In consequence, the effectivity of reinforcements on the 

mechanical properties depends on the chain length of the polymers. Just small amount 

of low molecular weight chains induce a significant decrease of elasticity and strength 

(Sternstein & Zhu, 2002). 

1.2 Reinforced viscoelastic food matrices  

Composites are also very common as foods. They are present at different processing 

steps: in a non-processed form as raw materials, like wheat kernels, in a processed 

form, like cheese, dough, sausages, or in a highly processed manner as designed 

foods for specific applications, like nutraceuticals. All of these systems have in 

common, that a dispersed phase of particular character is embedded in more or less 

viscoelastic matrix, which is protein or carbohydrate based. However, the rigidity of the 

particles is very different. In wheat kernels or dough, rigid starch particles are 

embedded in gluten-based protein matrices, whereas in cheese or sausages soft oil 

particles are embedded in protein matrices. Despite this difference in particle rigidity, 

foods containing soft oil droplets are also considered as particle-filled composite 

materials. Similarly to the rigid particles, the dispersed oil droplets effects structural, 
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rheological, and sensory properties of foods, too (Gravelle et al., 2019). Consequently, 

the mechanical effect of soft and rigid particles seems to be comparable and indicates 

a suitability of rigid particles for fat replacement. Indeed, several studies demonstrate 

the ability of rigid starch particle for fat replacement in different product types. In low-

fat mayonnaise, enzymatically hydrolyzed starch can mimic the fatty mouthfeel due to 

the rheological properties of the particles (Ma et al., 2006). Further applications of 

starch particles in fat replacement can be found, for example, in cheese (Montesinos-

Herrero et al., 2006), cream (Wang et al., 2013), or ice cream (Aime et al., 2001). 

Beside spherical particles, fibers are used as well for fat replacement, like inulin fibers 

in cookies (Rodríguez-García et al., 2013). A second major area of application for 

reinforced food matrices belongs to the hydrogels. Micro- or nano-gels consist of gel-

like particles, which are dispersed in swollen macromolecular networks. Their 

possibilities for application are versatile. Hydrogels in combination with reinforcements 

can structure foods and give them the desired textural properties. A stabilizing effect 

of reinforced hydrogels can increase self-life of metastable products. In nutraceuticals, 

they serve as delivery systems and ensure the bioavailability of active substances (Li 

et al., 2021). Moreover, reinforced hydrogels received attention in the field of 

packaging, either in an eatable or non-eatable form. Based on the concept of 

sustainability, the exchange of petrochemical-based packing by biopolymer-based 

coatings is of large interest (Khalesi et al., 2020). A further contribution to sustainability 

concerns the limitation of food-spoilage by increasing shelf life. Applying edible films, 

which contain antimicrobial nanoparticles (like TiO2, Ag, ZnO or silicon dioxide), on the 

surface of fruits and vegetables increases shelf life und thus sustainability (Xing et al., 

2019). 

Regarding the above-described examples of particles in food matrices, the relevance 

of a fundamental understanding of particle-polymer interactions on the overall 

mechanical properties becomes visible. In order to comply with the demand of todays 

and future human nutrition, some general challenges (see above) can be addressed 

by reinforced polymer matrices: To prevent an increasing obesity, a reduction of calorie 

content by particles as fat substitutes can be achieved, food with a therapeutic 

background can be produced by using reinforced hydrogels as delivery systems, as 

well as, a general increase of sustainability by replacing petrochemical-based 

packaging by particle reinforced biopolymer-based packing would be possible. To 

achieve “new” products with corresponding rheological and textural properties to their 
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appropriate “original” products, a general understanding of particle-polymer 

interactions in the original (food) system is necessary. Since starch particles are an 

often used material in the above described examples, their impact on those natural 

matrix, gluten, will be explained in the following. 

1.2.1 Starch reinforced gluten matrices 

Starch particles exists together with gluten polymers in wheat kernels. After the milling 

process and the addition of water and mechanical energy to the flour, a reinforced 

polymer network, wheat dough, is formed. Similar to reinforced rubber matrices, 

particles (starch granules) are embedded in the viscoelastic polymer matrix (gluten).  

Regarding the particle size, starch granules belong to the micro-scale reinforcements 

(compare figure 4 and 6). They exhibit a bimodal size distribution (see fig. 6), which 

can be classified in a smaller fraction of B-type granules with an average size of 3.9 - 

4.2 µm and a larger fraction of A-type granules with an average size ranging from 

17.0 - 20.2 µm.  

a) 

 

 

b) 

 

Figure 6: Size distribution and shape of isolated starch granules after different treatments 

according to (Lu et al., 2014). Volume distribution (a) and scanning electron micrographs (b) of non-

treated (T0WO), and stress treated starch during growing with drought stress (T1W0), heat stress 

(T0W1) and heat and drought stress (T1W1).  

In general, starch granules < 10 µm belong to the B-type, whereas granules > 10 µm 

belong to the A type. Additionally, very small granules (< 5 µm) can be classified by 

the term C-type granule (Maningat et al., 2009). Interestingly, the shape of starch 

granules depends on their size. Larger A-type granules are lenticular, oblate shaped, 

whereas smaller B-type granules are spherical (Maningat et al., 2009). In total, larger 
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A-type granules comprise up to 70 % of volume, but only 10 % of granule number and 

20 % of surface area (Lu et al., 2014). As described in section 1.1 the 

composition/activity of the presented surface area is of great importance regarding the 

mechanical properties mediated by the filler particles. For wheat starch, proteins as 

well as lipids are located at the granule surface. The surface located proteins are 

summarized by the term Starch granule associated proteins (SGAPs). Based on their 

molecular weight, a classification of mainly 10 different proteins with a range of 

5 - 149 kDa is possible (Baldwin, 2001). The smaller fraction of SGAPs (~5, 8, 15, 19 

und 30 kDa) is directly located at the granule surface, whereas the larger fraction ~60, 

77, 86, 95 to 149 kDa) is located within the granules (Schofield, J. und P. Greenwell, 

1987). Therefore, only the smaller fraction of SGAPs can contribute to the starch-

gluten interface. In particular, the 15 kDa SGAPs (friabilin) gained large attention. Their 

subunits (puroindoline A and B) can interact via the indole ring of tryptophan with lipids 

by the formation of hydrogen/hydrophobic bonds and thus, prefer a localization at an 

interface of non-/polar character (Dubreil et al., 2002). Therefore, Larsson and Eliasson 

(1997) suggested a control of protein-protein interactions by a separation of the 

aqueous phase of gluten and starch (LARSSON & ELIASSON, 1997). However, a 

limitation of the indole ring activity to lipids seems not reasonable and thus, making 

interactions with the protein matrix also obvious. Beside the SGAPs, lipids are the 

second prominent component of starch surface. In general, wheat flour lipids can be 

classified into three groups: Starch-lipids, free non-starch lipids (NSL) and bound NSL. 

Regarding the particle surface functionality, only the NSL are relevant, since starch-

lipids are located within the granule and thus, are not accessible on the surface. NSL 

contain a broad spectrum of lipid types (~ 60 % non-polar lipids, 25 % glycolipids, 15 % 

phospholipids). The non-polar lipids belong to the free lipids, whereas glycol- and 

phospholipids are associated with proteins (bound NSL) (Delcour & Hoseney, 2010). 

Phospho- as well as glycolipids have an amphiphilic character and hence, are polar 

molecules. There hydrophilic part consists of a phosphate group, respectively a sugar 

molecule like D-galactose, arabinose or fructose (Kołakowska & Sikorski, 2011). This 

structure makes an interaction with the vicinal SGAPs oblivious. In general, the above 

made explanations of starch surface composition clearly demonstrate a significant 

surface activity. Therefore, an active role of starch particles, which would be 

comparable to that of reinforcements, becomes comprehensible. Since the effect of 
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reinforcements depends on the character of the polymeric matrix, a brief description of 

the gluten network is given in the following.   

The gluten polymer is composed of monomeric gliadins and polymeric glutenins, which 

affect the mechanical network properties differently. The viscosity and extensibility of 

the polymer network is attributed by the gliadins. In contrast, glutenins promote elastic 

behavior. On a molecular level, gliadins can be classified into ω-gliadins, α/β-gliadins 

and γ-gliadins. Depending on the sulphur content, only the sulphur-rich α/β-gliadins, 

as well as the γ-gliadins, are linked intramolecular via disulphide bonds (Lindsay & 

Skerritt, 1999). In contrast, the aggregating glutenin polymers can also interact via 

intermolecular disulphide bonds. This enables an intermolecular chain elongation by 

disulphide bonds and results in the formation of large molecules with great differences 

in molecular weight ranging from 500.000 up to >10 millions Da (Wieser, 2007). 

Therefore, an additional classification into high molecular weight units (HMWG) and 

low molecular weight units (LMWG) is used (Shewry & Tatham, 1997). Based on the 

molecular structure, the prerequisites for interactions of individual gluten components 

arise and thus, structure formation on the nanoscopic level. However, network 

structure of gluten polymers is still not fully understood until today. Lefebvre et al. 

(2000) describe the structure as a particle-based network with a size of 0.1 -100 µm 

(Lefebvre et al., 2000). Another theory describes gluten as an entangled polymeric 

mesoporous hydrogel in the extended polymeric network model (Kontogiorgos, 2011, 

Kontogiorgos & Dahunsi, 2014). Probably, the most prominent network model is the 

Loop and Train Model of Belton (1999). In this model, proteins arranged in parallel, 

form the train regions. They are connected via covalent disulphide bonds and non-

covalent interactions (Belton, 1999). The formation of loop regions depends, in 

particular, on the equilibrium of hydrogen bonds between polymer-to-water and 

polymer-to-polymer. Additional globular proteins associate with the loop and train 

structure of the HMWGs through non-covalent interactions such as Van der Waals 

forces, hydrophobic and ionic forces (Shewry & Tatham, 2000). To develop the gluten 

network the addition of water and mechanical energy (kneading/mixing) is necessary. 

Simultaneously to network development, starch particles are homogeneously 

distributed and embedded into the matrix. However, the impact of starch-gluten 

interface on network formation and behavior might be questionably.  
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Based on the surface activity of starch granules, adsorption of gluten proteins should 

be unavoidable and consequently, an impact on network formation and behavior. 

Nonetheless, the investigation of starch-gluten interactions and their resulting impact 

on the network properties is very limited and partly quite old. In general it is assumed, 

that weak physical forces result in an adsorption of proteins (ELIASSON & TJERNELD, 

1990). For example, non-polar lipids could interact with the hydrophobic parts of the 

gluten polymers via hydrophobic forces (McCann et al., 2009). In addition, the 

possibility of hydrogen bond formation arises from the glutamine-rich domains of gluten 

polymers and the OH-groups, especially the second or third one, of starch glucose 

molecules (Bertolini, 2010). Moreover, the polar surface lipids of starch could be 

involved in hydrogen bond formation with gluten polymers (McCann et al., 2009). Even 

a basic understanding of gluten adsorption at starch surface exists, the impact on 

mechanical network properties is mostly of hypothetic character. Based on literature, 

some general observations can be summarized as follows: A few studies indicate a 

correlation between network formation and starch-gluten interactions. Yang et al. 

(2011) analyzed the rheology of reconstituted starch-gluten systems of different ratios. 

Based on their observations, they suggest an impact of intermolecular starch-gluten 

interactions on network formation (Yang et al., 2011). Moreover, Watanabe et al. 

(2002) analyzed reconstituted starch-gluten systems with different amounts of starch 

and concluded a relation between yielding phenomena and the adhesion strength 

between starch and gluten (Watanabe & LARSSON, H. ELIASSON, A.-C., 2002). 

However, by modifying the ratio of particle to polymer content, only the amount, but 

not the nature, of interface is affected. Consequently, no conclusion regarding the 

impact of starch-gluten adhesion on the network properties can be made. The ability 

of starch surface to adsorb gluten polymers by physical or chemical interactions is 

confirmed by Li et al. (2019). They used adlay instead of wheat starch to produce a 

gluten-based composite gel and combined rheological with physicochemical analysis. 

As a result, a gluten polymer adsorption based on hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic 

interactions is observed (Li et al., 2019). The exchange of starch with a different type 

of starch is accompanied by a change of particle shape and size distribution. Resulting 

modifications of rheological properties have to be considered with respect to these 

factors. Therefore, a clear assessment of particle-polymer adhesion (based on starch-

gluten interactions) is restricted. Petrofsky and Hoseney (1996) observed an impact of 

moduli between soft/non-wheat starch and hard wheat starch. They suggested a 
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different extent of starch-gluten interactions as responsible for the changed moduli 

(Petrofsky, K.E., Hoseney, R.C., 1996). However, also in this case a modified size 

distribution could affect their observations. In conclusion, the previously described 

approaches exhibit some basic drawbacks, which hinder a fundamental assignment of 

starch-gluten adhesion on network properties. In part, the challenges become already 

visible by the above-described examples (varying size/shape). However, food systems 

exhibit some additional major challenges in analyzing their particle-polymer 

interactions, because they are highly complex and simultaneously poorly reproducible.  

1.3 Determining the rheological impact of particle-polymer 

interfaces in food matrices  

1.3.1 Challenges in interface analysis 

Despite the availability of highly sensitive methods for analyzing molecular structures, 

e.g. vibrational spectroscopies, the material-based challenges in analyzing interfaces 

in food matrices will be illustrated in the following, based on the example of starch 

reinforced gluten matrices (wheat dough). In general, food exhibits a poor 

reproducibility regarding its structure and the resulting mechanical properties, due to 

the natural origin. Therefore, raw material based fluctuations are indispensable. In 

general, they are caused by climatic conditions (temperature/rainfall) or the availability 

of nutrients in the soil (nitrogen content). This directly affects the amount and 

composition of the major components of the raw material, like the ratio of gliadin to 

glutenin in wheat flour (Daniel & Triboi, 2000), but also minor components, like 

enzymes, are affected. In case of wheat flour, the varying activity of proteases or 

amylases results in different degradation levels of gluten, respectively starch 

(Kawamura & Yonezawa, 2014); (Goesaert et al., 2005). As a result, an instantaneous 

impact on network structure becomes visible, which will be increasing over 

time/processing conditions (e.g. temperature), due to the ongoing/promoted activity of 

enzymes. The occurring modifications, due to enzymatic activity, are often condoned 

as inevitable side effects, but impede a fundamental understanding of structure-

function relationships. In addition to the problem of poor reproducibility and stability, 

the high complexity of food systems has to be considered. Food systems are 

constructed of several different components, which, themselves, often comprise again 

different sub-components. For example, gluten is one major component of wheat flour. 

Gluten can be divided in serval subunits, like the network active components gliadin 
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and glutenin. This high diversity of components, in combination with the poor 

reproducibility, results in an almost unlimited number of possible interactions at 

different structural levels and consequently highly complex structures. Based on these 

circumstances, the scientific understanding gained by reconstitution experiments is 

missing accuracy, since many properties are modified at the same time. However, 

exchanging one component by another of different origin or species, is often used to 

understand the interplay of two components (Li et al., 2020); (Graßberger et al., 2003); 

(Zhang et al., 2019a); (Fustier et al., 2008). Consequently, the insights of reconstitution 

experiments are limited to the general contribution of the whole exchanged component 

and cannot give deeper insights to the effect of a defined part or functionality of the 

exchanged component, like, for example, the impact of starch surface activity on the 

mechanical properties. A further challenge in analyzing food systems persists in their 

sensibility. Changing ambient conditions will induce a response of a system. Food 

systems are highly sensitive for every change of ambient condition, whether it is based 

on temperature, mechanical- or chemical nature. Attempts to induce just one defined 

modification by a modified ambient condition are therefore highly challenging in a food 

system, since changing one parameter often results in a necessary adjustment of 

another one. In the case of wheat starch, a modification of surface activity is achieved 

by the removal of proteins or lipids by different chemicals. For NSL removal two 

different types of solvents are necessary: For non-polar lipids, non-polar solvents like 

hexane and for polar lipids, polar solvents like butanol (Katyal et al., 2020). For protein 

removal chemicals like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), sodium hydroxide, alkaline 

protease, or trypsin are commonly used (Zhang et al., 2021). Incubation of wheat flour 

or starch in these types of chemicals eliminates not only proteins or lipids, but induces 

additional alterations regarding the porosity or agglomeration properties of the 

granules (Fustier et al., 2007). In consequence, also modification-based approaches 

are faced with the problem of unspecific alternations.  

1.3.2 Opportunities for interface analysis 

Avoiding of unspecific modifications can be attained by model systems. The 

replacement of natural particles by artificial particles, like glass beads, enables a higher 

standardization along the whole conditions of food processing, since glass is inert 

regarding the conditions of food processing, like high temperatures, time, enzymatic or 

microbiotic activity, etcetera. Despite large differences in rigidity, spherical glass 

particles can imitate hard, as well as soft particles, like starch (Edwards et al., 2002); 
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(Brandner et al., 2018) respectively oil droplets (Gravelle et al., 2017; Gravelle et al., 

2019). The advantage of particle standardization seems to prevail over the difference 

in rigidity between oil- and glass-based particles and thus serves as a model system 

to gain a fundamental understanding. Due to the chemical inertness of glass beads, 

surface functionalization is possible without inducing other modifications. Edwards et 

al. (2002) already incorporated glass beads with and without a surface modification 

into a gluten-based matrix and analyzed the impact on the rheology. However, for 

surface modification a relatively complex molecule, bovine serum albuminen (BSA), is 

used (Edwards et al., 2002). BSA, as a protein, consist of serval amino acids with 

different functional groups (Rogalinski et al., 2005). In consequence, an undefined 

surface functionality of glass beads is created, which offers several possibilities for 

gluten adsorption at the interface. Comparing the rheological results of coated and 

uncoated glass beads shows considerable differences. In general, this clearly 

indicates, that the approach of coated glass beads is highly appropriate for analyzing 

the impact of particle-polymer interface on the mechanical properties. However, the 

systematic approach and the made assumptions of Edwards et al. (2002) have room 

for improvement, respectively appear incomprehensible. The uncoated glass bead 

surface is assumed to be inert with regard to interactions with the gluten matrix 

(Edwards et al., 2002). Silica glass consist of strong polar Si-O bonds. The polarity of 

the surface could cause an unspecific adsorption of molecules. Therefore, the 

statement of no surface interactions with proteins appears indecisive. Moreover, the 

formation of hydrogen bonds between the BSA coating the gluten protein is assumed 

(Edwards et al., 2002), but an analytical evaluation is missing. Even if BSA remains its 

functionality after the adsorption at the glass bead surface, a steric hindrance could 

limit the degree of hydrogen bond formation with the gluten matrix and the observed 

rheological changes could just be a result of a modified agglomeration tendency of the 

particles. In general, BSA coating results in a modified surface functionality of glass 

beads. However, the effect on the resulting interfacial structure with the gluten proteins 

remains undefined due to the unspecific coating, which offers several possibilities for 

gluten adsorption.  

To improve the approach of Edwards et al. (2002) a highly defined surface functionality 

in combination with a detailed analysis of the resulting particle polymer interface is 

necessary. This combination allows a detailed understanding of the rheological impact 

of particle polymer interfaces. In material science silanes are established since a long 
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time for creating defined surface functionalities. The structure of silanes enables a 

covalent attachment on the glass surface by the formation of covalent siloxane bonds 

(Si-O-Si) by the hydrolysable groups, whereas the functional group provides the 

desired functionality. Silanes are commercial available in a wide variety of 

functionalities (Vistas et al., 2013), thus, choosing an appropriate silane could imitate 

a functional group of starch surface in a defined way. In combination with an analytical 

approach for evaluating the resulting adhesiveness between the particle surface and 

the polymer and the mechanism of adsorption, the impact of particle polymer interface 

on the mechanical properties of food matrices could be significantly enhanced.   
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1.4 Thesis outline 

In food/cereal science, the knowledge about the rheological impact of particle-polymer 

interface is limited. In contrast to artificial systems, like reinforced rubbers, the 

characterization of food-based network structures is difficult and lead so far to a large 

number of different network models. In general, raw material-based fluctuations 

(protein content/composition, starch quality, enzyme activity, etc.), as well as varying 

process parameters of network formation and analysis (e.g. various recipes, 

methodology of network development) contribute to the challenging situation of 

analyzing food systems. Amidst this situation, a gradual reduction of complexity of the 

natural particle-polymer systems by imitating the particle-based component by inert 

glass particles appears reasonable. This thesis takes the approach of a simplified 

imitating system by providing defined functionalities on the surface of inert particles 

with a constant size, shape and volume proportion. Thus, the impact of particle-

polymer interface on the mechanical properties of protein- or carbohydrate-based 

matrices can be analyzed in a defined way. Based on the previously outlined 

challenges and the current state of knowledge the following hypotheses were 

identified: 

 A literature review supported by a critical examination of wheat dough should reveal 

suitable coatings, which imitate wheat starch surface functionality, as well as 

suitable polymers, which imitate gluten.  

 Coated glass beads bearing a specific functional group can imitate wheat starch 

and whose surface functionality in a defined way. 

 Particle-polymer interfaces are based on different adsorption mechanisms of 

varying adhesiveness, depending on particle surface functionality.  

 The characteristics of particle-polymer interface affects network development, as 

well as network structure, and thus network properties of food-based matrices. 

 The impact of particle-polymer interface on the mechanical properties of food 

matrices becomes transparent, if adhesiveness between particle and polymer as 

well as the adsorption mechanism is understood. 

To evaluate the above stated hypotheses the following procedures were performed: 

Initially, it is focused on the challenges in analyzing the mechanical properties of 

particle-polymer based food systems by the example of wheat flour as a naturally 

occurring particle reinforced polymer matrix, whose proportion of reinforcements 
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exceed the percolation threshold. Based on the high material complexity of dough 

(food) systems, even a separate analysis of individual components (e.g. only polymer) 

results in different classifications of the network, depending on the nature of raw 

materials and the experimental setup. Thus, an analysis of native systems, consisting 

of particles and polymer, appears to be unsuitable regarding a detailed understanding 

of particle-polymer interfaces and their impact on mechanical behavior. 

This leads to a stepwise reduction of complexity by developing a model system, which 

contains glass beads instead of starch granules. Although glass beads differ from the 

natural particles in wheat dough (starch) by their perfect spherical shape, the 

advantage of their consistency (regarding shape and volume) predominates, since a 

clear focus on particle-polymer interfaces becomes possible. Particularly with regard 

to wheat dough, the imitation of the gluten matrix by using standardized polymers with 

similar mechanical properties appears reasonable, due to the ambivalent character of 

gluten polymers. Such an “optimized matrix” (regarding standardization) would simplify 

the understanding of particle-polymer interfaces. In addition, a generalization of the 

particle surface functionality with regard to mechanical properties of reinforced food 

matrices would be possible through the use of polymers of other origins than proteins, 

e.g. carbohydrates. By the gradual imitation of the wheat dough, the influence of 

particle-polymer interface can be analyzed in protein-based particle-polymer systems 

(gluten with glass particles = hybrid dough system) as well as in “optimized matrix” 

systems (carbohydrate matrix with glass particles = artificial dough) and thus for the 

two most common representatives of food-based matrices. 

With regard to the polymeric matrix, a specific modification of the particle-based 

surface activity could be achieved by coating glass beads with silanes bearing specific 

functional groups. Each of the selected silanes would imitate a functionality of starch 

surface: The hydrophobic and non-polar character of the alkyl chains of lipids could be 

imitated by a propyl-functionalized silane, whereas the polar character of amino acids 

of proteins could be imitated by cyano-functionalized silanes. The amino group or 

sulfurous amino acids of proteins could be imitated by an amino-functionalized silane 

respectively a mercapto-functionalized silane. A systematic approach of using varying 

rinsing steps would allow the analysis of adsorption and desorption kinetics and thus 

the adhesiveness between particle surface and polymer on a nano- and macroscopic 

level.  
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Subsequently, defined and well-characterized particle-polymer interfaces could be 

analyzed with respect to the overall mechanical properties of the systems. The 

consideration of mechanical properties at different stress/deformation levels would 

give more profound insight regarding the impact of particle-polymer adhesiveness and 

mechanism of polymer adsorption at the particle surface on the rheology of particle-

polymer based food systems. 

Finally, to enable an evaluation of the influence of native starch surface in wheat dough 

systems on their mechanical properties, native doughs have to be analyzed using the 

appropriate rheological methods and compared with the respective properties of the 

imitating systems. 
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2 Methods overview 

A detailed description of materials and methods is given in chapter 3 (results). Briefly, 

the main methods used in this thesis are summarized as follows: 

2.1 Surface functionalization 

Prior to surface functionalization, surface preparation by heat or chemicals for silicon 

wafer or rather glass plates/beads was applied. For obtaining a defined particle 

surface, coatings of different functionalities were used. The selection of coatings 

reflects the existing functional groups of natural wheat starch surface: n-

propyltriethoxysilane (propyl-silane) imitates the hydrophobic and non-polar character 

of fats (alkyl chains), 2-cyanoethyltriethoxysilane (cyano-silane) imitates hydrophilic 

and polar/ionic parts, mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane (mercapto-silane) imitates sulphur 

containing parts and 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (amino-silane) imitates amino 

containing parts. Silylation was carried out at 70 °C for 30 minutes under gentle stirring 

with a silane concentration of 1 % (v/v) in a 95/5 (v/v) mixture of ethanol/distilled water. 

In case of 3-mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane-functionalized surfaces, further 

modifications were achieved by coupling heterobifunctional cross-linker (N-

succinimidyl 3-maleimidobenzoate (MBS) rather N-[p-maleimidophenyl] isocyanate 

(PMPI)) as described by Brandner et al. (2021a). The heterobifunctional cross-linkers 

enable the polymers to covalently bind to a particle surface and thus, enhance the 

effects arising from a covalent interaction between functionalized surface and polymer. 

These functionalized surfaces were used in the third (Brandner et al., 2021a) and fourth 

publication (Brandner et al., 2021b). 

2.2 Characterization of interfaces 

The interface characteristics between functionalized SiO2-surfaces and polymer 

(gluten rather HPC/PVP) were analyzed on a nano- and macroscopic level by using X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Leybold-Heraeus LHS 10 spectrometer) and 

contact angle measurements (Krüss drop shape analyzer DSA25). The functionalized 

surfaces were incubated in the polymer solvent (gliadin rather HPC/PVP). 

Subsequently, rinsing steps of different durations (1; 5; 30 min) were applied. Surface 

composition was analyzed after incubation, rather each rinsing step. The analysis of 

surface composition after each step enables an evaluation of polymer adhesiveness 

depending on surface functionality. In addition, the consideration of specific core levels 
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of the functional groups by XPS gives closer information about the nature 

(specific/unspecific) of polymer adsorption (Brandner et al., 2021a). 

The modification of glass bead surface by surface functionalization was validated by 

XPS for all samples and fluorescence labeling in combination with confocal laser 

scanning microscopy (CLSM) (Nikon eclipse Ti‐U inverted microscope with an e‐C1 

plus confocal system) for amino- rather mercapto-functionalized surfaces (Brandner et 

al., 2021a). Surface/interface characterization was performed in publication three 

(Brandner et al., 2021a). 

2.3 Preparation of particle polymer systems 

Particle polymer systems were developed by hydration (non-developed system) or a 

combination of hydration and mechanical energy (developed system). According to 

Campos et al. (1996) the non-developed particle-polymer systems were produced by 

mixing crushed ice particles with the corresponding amount of particle-polymers in a 

walk-in freezer (Campos, D. T., Steffe, J. F., NG, P. K.W., 1996). Subsequently, 

network formation was induced by hydration at room temperature for 24 hours 

(Brandner et al., 2021b). The rheological properties of non-developed particle-polymer 

systems were compared to developed systems in publication four (Brandner et al., 

2021b). 

To produce mechanical developed particle polymer systems a z-kneading system or 

rather a modified glutomatic were used. To reduce raw material consumption, the 

conventional sieve bottom in a commercial glutomatic (Perten instruments) was 

replaced by a closed bottom and the automated water dosage system was cut (Döring 

et al., 2015). This systems allows the production of particle polymer systems in a small 

scale in publication two (all systems) (Brandner et al., 2018) and four (gluten-based 

systems) (Brandner et al., 2021b). To observe network development and to determine 

the required kneading time and appropriate amount of water (according to AACC 

method 54‐70.01) for the reference wheat dough systems, a recording z-kneading 

system (doughLAB, Perten Instruments) is used in publication two (Brandner et al., 

2018) and five (Brandner et al., 2022). Detailed information about the polymers, 

particles, recipes and kneading times can be found in publication two (Brandner et al., 

2018) for systems with native particles, in publication three (Brandner et al., 2021a) for 

functionalized particles regarding the network formation and in publication four 
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(Brandner et al., 2021b) for functionalized particles regarding the rheological properties 

of the particle polymer systems. 

2.4 Fundamental rheological tests 

Fundamental rheological tests were performed with an AR‐G2 rheometer (TA 

instruments) with a 40 mm parallel plate system (upper plate cross hatched) or an MRC 

502 rheometer (Anton Paar) with a 25 mm parallel plate system (cross hatched). The 

AR-G2 rheometer was used for rheological test at a small-scale deformation level, as 

well as for the deformation sweep in publication two (Brandner et al., 2018). Any other 

large-scale deformation tests were performed with the MRC 502 rheometer 

(publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b) and five (Brandner et al., 2022)). All 

measurements were performed with a sample gap of 2 mm and a temperature of 30 °C. 

To prevent the samples from drying, the edges were coated with paraffin oil. The 

second publication (Brandner et al., 2018) uses rheological tests (frequency-sweep, 

creep-recovery test, deformation sweep) to compare the mechanical properties of the 

natural dough system with that of the imitating particle-polymer systems (Brandner et 

al., 2018). In publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b) and five (Brandner et al., 2022) 

the impact of the different particle surface functionalities on the mechanical properties 

of particle-polymer systems (publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b)) and their relation 

to the rheological properties of natural wheat dough was analyzed by frequency 

sweeps, creep tests within the LVE, creep-recovery test without the LVE, stress-growth 

tests and flow-relaxation measurements (Brandner et al., 2021b), (Brandner et al., 

2022). 

Frequency sweeps were analyzed by using the power law. In publication two (Brandner 

et al., 2018) the storage and loss module are used for fitting, which results in 𝐾′ or 

rather 𝐾′' and 𝑛′ or rather 𝑛′′. Publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b) and five 

(Brandner et al., 2022) use the complex module for power law fitting, which results in 

𝐴𝑓 (network strength) and 𝑧 (network connectivity). The creep curve was analyzed by 

the Burger Model, which results e.g. in 𝐽0 (instantaneous compliance) and 𝜂0 (steady 

state viscosity). Stress-growth curves were evaluated by the height and the 

deformation level of the maximum stress response of the material and flow-relaxation 

measurements by the relaxation halftimes (Brandner et al., 2021b). 
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2.5 Statistical Analysis 

For the detection of significant differences, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with separation of means by the Tukey-Kramer test (p < 0.05) was applied. 
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3 Results (Thesis Publications)  

3.1 Summary of thesis publications 

1. Classification of starch-gluten networks into a viscoelastic 

liquid or solid, based on rheological aspects - A review 

Pages      

34 - 41 

 

The publication considers the macromolecules gluten and starch in form of wheat 

dough or gluten networks. Characterization and, in particular, the classification of 

dough is still challenging. Within this review, the focus is on a clear and neutral 

assignment of the wheat dough properties based on the rheological, topological, and 

molecular/thermodynamic properties to the attributes of the network types 

corresponding to a viscoelastic solid or liquid. Thus, links between classification 

features for polymers and wheat dough/gluten properties are identified. As a result, the 

ambivalent character of wheat dough depending on the applied stress/strain level 

becomes apparent. 

The impact of the second major macromolecule (starch) on the dough properties is 

considered in a second part. Thus, the reinforcing effect of particles on the polymer 

system becomes visible for wheat dough. 

Based on the conclusions of publication one (Brandner et al., 2019)., a consideration 

of the native system, consisting of gluten and starch, appears as inappropriate for 

analyzing the effect of particle-polymer interfaces on the overall mechanical behavior. 

 

Personal contribution: S. Brandner created the structure of the review article, performed 

the literature research and manuscript writing. Article structure was critically discussed and 

improved with co-authors. All authors critically reviewed the article and contributed 

significantly to the concept of this article.  
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2. Wheat dough imitating artificial dough system based on 

hydrocolloids and glass beads 

Pages  

42 - 49 

 

Due to the ambivalent character of gluten networks, as illustrated in publication one 

(Brandner et al., 2019)., the development of a reference matrix with comparable 

rheological properties and higher degree of standardization was aspired. The second 

publication (Brandner et al., 2018) demonstrates the development of a starch-gluten 

(wheat dough) imitating model system, which offers a simplified and standardized 

system for a standardized analysis of mechanistic interdependences of particle-

polymer interfaces. Due to the limitation of raw materials to hydrocolloids and glass 

beads, the standardization und simplification of the model system is guaranteed. The 

main emphasis of imitating starch-gluten (wheat dough) is on the consistency of the 

viscoelastic properties. Therefore, fundamental rheological tests with different strain 

levels were used for the adaption process as well as for the characterization of the 

systems. The results indicate a successful imitation of viscoelastic properties of starch-

gluten systems (wheat dough) by the polymers hydroxypropylcellulose (HPC) and 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in a ratio of 4:1 with glass beads of similar particle size as 

starch. Moreover, coherences of structural elements and the viscoelastic behavior 

became accessible. Rigid particles enhance the sensitivity to mechanical stress, but 

simultaneously improve the elastic properties of dough. 

The findings of publication two (Brandner et al., 2018) enable a stepwise imitation of 

wheat dough. Combining gluten polymers with glass beads, allows the analysis of 

particle-polymer interfaces in hybrid dough systems, those polymer matrix is protein-

based. The combination of HPC-PVP with glass beads offers an artificial dough 

system, those polymer network is carbohydrate-based. Beside this different levels of 

wheat dough imitation, a general consideration of particle-polymer interfaces for the 

most common network types of food systems (protein- and carbohydrate-based 

networks) becomes possible by these systems. 

 

Personal contribution: S. Brandner performed the study conception, conducted the 

laboratory experiments and data/statistical analysis, as well as literature research, and 

manuscript writing. All co-authors contributed to the writing of the manuscript.  
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3. Controlling glass bead surface functionality - Impact on 

network formation in natural edible polymer systems 

Pages  

50 - 58 

 

Particle-polymer interfaces of food systems are scarcely controllable. This often leads 

to an indefinite contribution regarding the network properties. By using a hybrid artificial 

model system, the adhesiveness of two common food-based polymers 

(protein/carbohydrate) can be evaluated on defined surfaces, functionalized by 

different coatings. Coatings were chosen to imitate naturally occurring chemical groups 

on particle surfaces, like hydrophobic parts of lipids or amino groups of proteins. A 

systematic approach of using varying rinsing steps allows the analysis of adsorption 

and desorption kinetics on a nano- and macroscopic level. As a result, systems with 

an adhesiveness ranging from weak unspecific to strong specific adsorptions of 

polymers were established. Based on the displayed adsorption mechanisms of 

polymers, a new point of view is available for analyzing the impact of particle surface 

functionality on network formation of food matrices. Independent of food matrix type, 

particle adhesiveness influences the mixing time for reaching maximum network 

strength, thus indicating the ability of particle surface functionality in affecting network 

formation in food systems. Hereby, the heterogeneity of network junction types 

enhance the effect of particle surface functionalities. In summary, the presented 

approach simplifies the challenging analysis of particle-polymer interfaces in food 

systems and contributes to a deeper understanding of particle-polymer interactions on 

the overall mechanical properties in food 

The assessment of polymer adhesiveness, as well as the mechanism of the polymer 

adsorption with the different coatings of particle surface, is a prerequisite for 

understanding those impact on the overall rheological network properties, which are 

analyzed in publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b). 

 

Personal contribution: S. Brandner performed the study conception and data analysis 

(except XPS data), as well as literature research, and manuscript writing. K. Holtz 

contributed by optimizing the experimental design and conducted the laboratory 

experiments. T. Kratky performed the XPS analysis and coefficient computation. All 

co-authors contributed to the writing of the manuscript.  
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4. Impact of the particle-polymer interface on small- and large-

scale deformation response in protein- and carbohydrate-

based food matrices 

Pages  

59 - 67 

 

The publication considers varying particle surface functionalities and their rheological 

impacts on two very common food polymers (protein-based and carbohydrate-based). 

Silane coated glass beads create a defined particle surface of different functionality 

(non-/polar, amino/mercapto groups). The variation of particle surface functionality 

results in different rheological properties at small as well as large deformations for both 

matrix types. This clarifies the general importance of particle-polymer interface 

regarding the mechanical properties of food systems. In particular, the adhesiveness 

between particles and polymers determines the mechanical behavior. Consequently, 

approved mechanisms of filled rubber systems (like Payne effect) also occur in 

particle-polymer based food systems. Comparing mercapto with amino coated 

particles in combination with gluten polymers, demonstrate divergent mechanical 

properties, despite a comparable adhesiveness. This divergence is attributed to a 

chain terminating effect of the mercapto coating during polymerization of the protein 

matrix. In consequence, the adsorption mechanism represents a second important 

parameter of particle-polymer interfaces, which affects the rheological properties.  

Within publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b) the importance of particle surface 

functionality on the overall mechanical properties of carbohydrate- or protein-based 

becomes visible. Independent of the polymeric matrix, non-adhesive coatings show 

the strongest network properties at low stress, but rather the fastest network 

breakdown under higher stress, whereas coatings with polymer adsorption behave 

inverse. Since publication four (Brandner et al., 2021b) focus on the impact of particle 

surface functionality on the rheological properties of food matrices in a general manner, 

a fifth publication (Brandner et al., 2022) follows for analyzing the impact on wheat 

dough rheology.  

 

Personal contribution: S. Brandner performed the study conception, conducted the 

laboratory experiments and data/statistical analysis, as well as literature research, 

and manuscript writing. All co-authors contributed to the writing of the manuscript. 
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5. Gluten-starch interface characteristics and wheat dough 

rheology – insights from hybrid artificial systems 

Pages   

68 - 78 

 

The impact of starch surface on wheat dough rheology is largely unclear. The new 

perspective, given by the hybrid artificial dough systems with defined particle surface 

functionalization, can contribute to a better understanding of starch-gluten interfaces 

and their function in wheat dough. Therefore, the fifth publication (Brandner et al., 

2022) discusses the impact of particle surface functionalization in hybrid artificial dough 

systems on small- and large-scale deformation behavior in relation with the rheological 

properties of natural wheat dough or rather the effect of starch surface modification 

reported in literature. Since one coating type imitates the functionality of a certain 

functional group presented at starch surface, the impact on rheology is clearly 

assignable. 

During network development, starch competes with gluten for intermolecular 

interactions with the polymer, resulting in lower Farino Units and longer development 

time. This strong adsorption of starch delays the beginning of non-linearity under large 

deformations, thus contributing to a high deformability of dough before discontinuities 

of network structure occur. Consequently, publication five (Brandner et al., 2022) 

demonstrates a significant impact of starch surface functionality on the mechanical 

properties, starting from network formation and ending with the thermal fixation of 

structure. 

 

Personal contribution: S. Brandner performed the study conception, conducted the 

data/statistical analysis, as well as literature research, and manuscript writing. All co-

authors contributed to the writing of the manuscript. 
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3.2 Classification of starch-gluten networks into a viscoelastic 

liquid or solid, based on rheological aspects - A review 
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3.3  Wheat dough imitating artificial dough system based on 

hydrocolloids and glass beads 
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3.4 Controlling glass bead surface functionality - impact on network 

formation in natural edible polymer systems 
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3.5 Impact of the particle-polymer interface on small- and large-

scale deformation response in protein- and carbohydrate-based 

food matrices 
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3.6 Gluten-starch interface characteristics and wheat dough 

rheology – insights from hybrid artificial systems 
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4 Discussion, conclusion and outlook 

The inclusion of particles significantly affects the rheological properties of viscoelastic 

matrices. In particular, the particle-polymer interface affects delocalization 

mechanisms of network structure under mechanical strain. The sensitivity and the 

limited standardizability of particle reinforced food systems make the analysis of their 

particle-polymer interfaces still challenging and results in an undefined contribution of 

this interface on the overall mechanical properties. The usage of hybrid artificial 

systems with inert particles and defined surface functionalities avoids the issues of 

sensitivity and limited standardizability and represents a new approach for analyzing 

the impact of starch surface functionality on the mechanical properties of (starch) 

particle reinforced food systems, like wheat dough. The commercial availability of 

silane coupling agents with an enormous variety of functional groups allows the 

modification of surfaces (glass) for specific applications. For providing a defined 

particle surface functionality, which complies with constituents and functionality of 

natural wheat starch, a critical review of starch surface and polymer composition was 

necessary.  

1. A literature review supported by a critical examination of wheat dough 

should reveal suitable coatings, which imitate wheat starch surface 

functionality, as well as suitable polymers, which imitate gluten 

 

(↯) 

According to the first hypothesis, the literature review should reveal suitable coatings 

for imitating wheat starch surface functionality and the resulting interfaces with the 

polymeric gluten phase. Starch surface is mainly composed of lipids and proteins 

(Finnie et al., 2010); (Baldwin, 2001). Their characteristics regarding polarity (polar vs. 

non-polar) and functional groups (amino, thiol groups) can be imitated with different 

silanes. The non-polar character of alkyl chains of lipids can be imitated by propyl-

functionalized silanes, whereas the polar character of lipids or proteins can be imitated 

by cyano-functionalized silanes. Amino and sulphur containing parts of proteins can 

be imitated by amino-functionalized and mercapto-functionalized silanes. To enhance 

the effects arising from a covalent interactions between functionalized surface and 

polymer, two different heterobifunctional cross-linkers (MBS and PMPI) were used 

additionally. Thus, commercial silanes/coatings are available that can represent the 

surface constituents of wheat starch. Therefore, coating of glass particles with a 
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particle size distribution comparable to that of wheat starch with these silanes, imitates 

the functionality, in particular surface functionality, of the starch. The comprehensive 

review of gluten polymers/wheat doughs regarding their rheological/mechanical 

behavior, their network architecture, as well as their molecular and thermodynamic 

properties demonstrated the high complexity of the polymers and those ambivalent 

character regarding a viscoelastic liquid- or solid-like behavior (Brandner et al., 2019). 

Therefore, an imitation of gluten matrix by polymers with a higher degree of 

standardization was aspired. A blend of a modified cellulose (HPC) and a synthetic 

polymer (PVP) demonstrated comparable rheological properties to wheat dough 

(Brandner et al., 2018). Beside the higher degree of standardization, the utilization of 

the hydrocolloid-based gluten imitating matrix enables a general consideration of 

particle-polymer interfaces in food systems. The chosen hydrocolloids are 

carbohydrate-based and thus, together with the protein-based gluten polymers, the 

two most common types of food matrices are represented.  

2. Coated glass beads bearing a specific functional group can imitate wheat 

starch and whose surface functionality in a defined way 

 

For analyzing the impact of particle-polymer interfaces on the mechanical properties 

of particle reinforced viscoelastic food matrices, the evaluation of defined surface 

functionalization has to precede. A successful surface functionalization is 

demonstrated in Brandner et al. (2021a) (c.f. section 3.4) by XPS measurements and 

a combination of fluorescence-labeling and CLSM-imaging (Brandner et al., 2021a). 

Specific core levels of the functional groups of the coatings (CH3, CH, NH, SH), or 

rather fluorescent dye layers, which results from interactions between the functional 

groups of coating and the dye, indicated the successful coating process. 

Consequently, the hypothesis of imitating wheat starch surface functionality by specific 

coatings can be confirmed. The analysis of surface modification by silane coating is of 

qualitative character. Therefore, statements relating to the surface coverage or mono-

/multilayer formation are not possible. Nonetheless, presenting functionalized glass 

particles instead of starch particles cause a tremendous increase of surface 

standardization, even if some irregularities of coatings may occur, since each silane 

molecule have exactly the same structure and thus functionality. This enables a 

fundamental understanding between particle surface functionality and the resulting 

mechanical properties of the particle-polymer system. A quantitative analysis of 
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surface coverage by coating and a subsequent polymer adsorption would increase this 

understanding, since a correlation between mechanical properties and the amount of 

particle polymer interaction would be possible. However, a comprehensive 

consideration of surface coverage by polymer adsorption would also imply the 

assessment of effects arising from steric hindrance in polymer adsorption. In general, 

a limitation in polymer adsorption based on steric hindrance (due to the large size of 

polymers) appears more likely compared to a limitation based on the presented 

functional groups of the coating.  

3. Particle-polymer interfaces are based on different adsorption mechanisms 

of varying adhesiveness, depending on particle surface functionality 

 

 Adsorption mechanism and adhesiveness is specific for each polymer + 

Specific adsorption/desorption mechanisms of polymers on the functionalized surfaces 

were demonstrated at the nano- and macroscopic level by XPS or rather contact angle 

measurements in a model system by using flat SiO2 surfaces instead of spherical glass 

beads. Comparing the received surface characteristics of functionalized surface before 

and after polymer incubation enabled the assessment of adsorption mechanism, 

whereas the comparison of surface characteristics after rinsing steps gives insights 

into the desorption mechanism. It could be demonstrated, that polymer adsorptions 

based on weak unspecific forces (Van der Waals forces, dipole-dipole, and 

hydrophobic interactions), strong unspecific forces (dipole-dipole), or strong specific 

forces (hydrogen or disulphide bonds) occur. Thus, the supposed dependency of 

particle-polymer interface on the particle surface functionality is confirmed. However, 

an extension of this hypothesis is necessary. Regarding one coating type, different 

adsorption mechanisms and varying adhesiveness can occur. For example, a cyano-

functionalized surface cause a weak unspecific adsorption of gluten polymers, but a 

strong unspecific adsorption of HPC-PVP (Brandner et al., 2021a). Based on the 

different molecular structures of gluten and HPC-PVP polymers, different functional 

groups are involved in the adsorption mechanism on the functionalized surfaces and 

hence divergent interface characteristics results. Based on these logical and inevitable 

correlations, the hypothesis was expanded to include the causal connection regarding 

the influence of polymer characteristics on the particle-polymer interactions. In 

addition, the dependency on polymer functionality leads to a restriction of hypothesis 

one. As assumed in hypothesis one and previously confirmed, gluten polymers can be 
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imitated by other polymers. However, the deviating adsorption mechanism between 

gluten and gluten imitating polymers, results in a limitation of this this approach for 

analyzing the impact of particle-polymer interfaces on the mechanical properties of 

wheat dough in a complete artificial system (HPC-PVP matrix and glass beads). 

Indeed, the imitating polymeric matrix (HPC-PVP) enables a general consideration of 

particle-polymer interfaces and their impact on the mechanical properties of 

viscoelastic food matrices.  

For evaluating polymer adsorption and adhesiveness, dissolving the polymer in an 

appropriate solvent is necessary. Regarding the protein-based matrix, the gluten 

polymer offers a limited solubility. Therefore, only a constituent of the gluten polymer 

(gliadin), which is soluble in a mild organic solvent (EtOH/H20 60/40 v/v), was used for 

evaluation. An utilization of the second gluten fraction (glutenin) would require a 

stronger solvent (dilute sodium dodecyl sulfate) (Wrigley, 2006). To exclude an impact 

of solvent on the coating and the functionality of the polymer, the experiments were 

limited to gliadin. The differences in the molecular structure of gliadins (intramolecular 

disulphide bonds) and glutenins (intermolecular disulphide bonds) (Lindsay & Skerritt, 

1999) may result in divergent adsorption mechanisms and adhesiveness for glutenins. 

In consequence, the incorporation of functionalized glass beads into the gluten-matrix 

during network formation could imply particle-polymer interfaces, which are not 

considered within the experimental approach of the model systems (SiO2 surfaces). 

Even gliadins correspond to the larger portion of gluten polymers (Schmid et al., 2017); 

(Koenig et al., 2015), glutenins are important for network formation and mechanical 

properties (Wrigley et al., 2006). Based on the higher molecular weight and their 

branched structure, glutenins increase the elastic proportion of the gluten network 

(Veraverbeke & Delcour, 2002). In relation to the interface activity, the main difference 

between gliadins and glutenins may be related to the ability of intermolecular disulfide 

bond formation in combination with mercapto-functionalized surfaces. Only glutenins 

can form intermolecular disulfide bonds (Wieser, 2007). In consequence, an additional 

adsorption mechanism of glutenins by disulfide bond formation appears possible, 

whereas gliadins adsorption would be limited to hydrogen bonds/hydrophobic/ionic 

interactions. Even if the entire interface activity of gluten proteins cannot be 

represented by the model system, Brandner et al. (2021a) clearly demonstrated the 

formation of defined interfaces of different characteristics. For the carbohydrate-based 
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matrix the issue of limited solubility became less importance, since HPC as well as 

PVP are hydrocolloids and thus, are highly soluble in water.  

In general, regarding the transferability of adsorption mechanism and adhesiveness 

into the particle-polymer systems, different ratios of functionalized surface to polymer 

amount and to water amount has to be considered. An inevitable contact of 

functionalized particle surface and polymeric matrix will occur, due to the higher density 

of the particle-polymer systems compared to the model system. In addition, the limited 

amount of water (and the input of mechanical energy) will affect the structuring of 

polymers. Due to this differences, an effect on the accessibility of particle surface and 

appropriate binding sites of the polymer is expected and therefore, an impact on the 

amount of particle-polymer interactions. However, the mechanism of adsorption and 

the resulting adhesiveness between particle and polymer should not be affected, since 

the nature of surface and polymer is comparable, and thus the approach can be 

considered as suitable for assessing the general effect of the particle-polymer 

interactions on the mechanical behavior.  

4. The characteristics of particle-polymer interface affects network structure 

and thus network properties of food-based matrices  

 

 Heterogeneity of polymer network junction types enhances the effects of 

particle surface functionality 

+ 

The understanding of interface characteristics, enables a comprehensive analysis of 

the impact of particle-polymer interfaces on network formation, as well as resulting 

network properties. Assessed on the basis of currently available information 

(literature), the combination of presenting defined and well characterized particle-

polymer interfaces and performing comprehensive rheological analysis of these 

particle-polymer systems, was carried out for the first time. The monitoring of network 

formation in Brandner et al. (2021a) and the subsequent rheological analysis of the 

particle-polymer systems in Brandner et al. (2021b) indicated a significant impact of 

particle surface functionality on the overall network properties. Therefore, hypothesis 

four can be confirmed. By comparing the effect of particle surface functionality on 

network formation (development time and network strength) and behavior (variables 

gained from rheological analyses), a lower variability of the analyzed parameters 

becomes visible for the carbohydrate-based matrix than for the protein-based matrix. 

Network formation of HPC-PVP is mainly based on hydrogen bond formation 
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(Kutsenko et al., 2007), whereas the polymerization of gluten polymers implies 

hydrophobic and polar interactions, hydrogen bonds, covalent interactions, and 

entanglements (Brandner et al., 2021a). This difference in network junction 

homogeneity between carbohydrate/protein-based matrix and the lower/higher 

variability of the analyzed parameters of both matrix types, depending on particle 

surface functionality, leads to the hypothesis, that network structure and thus, 

mechanical network properties are more effected by particle surface functionality for 

heterogeneous network types than homogeneous network types. Therefore, an 

enhancing effect of a high junction heterogeneity of polymer matrix is assumed. For 

validating this hypothesis, an analysis of the molecular structure regarding defined 

network junctions based on vibrational spectroscopies might be beneficial. Assuming 

this hypothesis, mechanical properties of heterogeneous network could be easy 

adapted regarding requirements of specific applications, whereas homogenous 

network types would offer more standardized behavior.  

5. The impact of particle-polymer interface on the mechanical properties of 

food matrices becomes transparent, if adhesiveness between particle 

and polymer as well as adsorption mechanism is understood 

   

 

 Particle distribution within the matrix may affect mechanical network 

properties 

+ 

The combination of defined particle-polymer interfaces of well characterized properties 

and a comprehensive rheological analysis gives new insights into the structure function 

relationship of particle reinforced food systems (publication 4 (Brandner et al., 2021b)), 

like wheat dough (publication 5 (Brandner et al., 2022)). Depending on particle polymer 

adhesiveness and the adsorption mechanism different mechanical behaviors were 

demonstrated. Independent of polymeric matrix, functionalized particles of low 

adhesives character increased network strength and reduced elasticity at low 

stress/strain, whereas an increase of stress/strain resulted in a fast decrease of 

network strength. In contrast, network strength of particle-polymer systems with a 

higher adhesiveness only decreases at higher stress/strain levels. Based on these 

observations, the understanding of particle-polymer adhesiveness can be confirmed 

as an important parameter for analyzing mechanical network properties of reinforced 

food matrices (first part hypothesis five). Comparing the mechanical effects of coatings 

of comparable adhesiveness but deviating adsorption mechanisms, like amino- vs 
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mercapto-functionalized particles in combination with the gluten matrix, or cyano- vs 

amino-functionalized particles in combination with the HPC-PVP matrix, demonstrated 

the effect of adsorption mechanism: For example, the highly specific adsorption 

mechanism of gluten polymers on mercapto-functionalized particles (via disulphide 

bond formation) resulted in corresponding rheological properties to wheat dough, 

whose thiol/disulphide exchange reaction were inhibited by chemicals (e.g. N-

ethylmaleimide). Moreover, the unspecific strong adsorption of HPC-PVP at cyano-

functionalized particles resulted in a corresponding relaxation behavior to less 

adhesive coatings. These examples demonstrate the impact of adsorption mechanism 

on the mechanical network properties and thus, verify the second part of hypothesis 

five. 

In general, rheological properties of polymeric networks strongly depend on the 

amount of water. Since the used coatings, demonstrated significant differences in their 

hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties (compare results of contact angle measurements 

in 3.4) an impact on hydration and thus, network properties appears reasonable. 

Therefore, the hydration capacity of functionalized particles was analyzed by 

measuring the solvent retention capacity (SRC, according to AACC method 56-11). 

Figure 7 shows the hydration capacity of particles depending on their surface 

functionalization.  
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Figure 7: Impact of surface functionalization of the hydration capacity of glass beads analyzed 

by the solvent retention capacity (SRC, according to AACC method 56-11).  

Referred to dry matter, the values of SRC are between 28.0 – 36.1 %. The amino-

functionalized particles demonstrated the highest hydration. If hydration capacity has 

a considerable impact, particle-polymer systems with amino-functionalized particles 

should demonstrate a stiff/strong network. However, network strength during network 

formation (compare peak resistance in 3.4) and final network strength at low strain 
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(compare Af in 3.5) was lowest, respectively lower as for example, cyano-

functionalized particle-polymer systems (with a lower SRC). Therefore, a considerable 

impact of a varying hydration capacity of differently functionalized particles was 

excluded.  

Furthermore, the affinity between particle and polymer may influence the distribution 

of particles within the polymeric matrix. In general, if a low affinity between two 

components exists, a separation can occur. In case of reinforced particle-polymer 

systems, particles wih low matrix affinity have a strong tendency for the formation of 

clusters/aggregations (Fröhlich et al., 2005). For visualizing the particle distribution 

depending on the surface functionalization within the polymeric matrices (gluten-/HPC-

PVP-based), CLSM imaging was used. The matrices or rather the particles were dye-

labelled. For all gluten-based particle-polymer systems rhodamine B was used, 

whereas the HPC-PVP-based systems were labelled according to the particle surface 

functionalization (mercapto with N-(5-Flouresceinyl)maleimide, amino with flourescein-

5-lisothiocyanat, propyl/cyano with rhodamine B).  

 

Figure 8: Embedding of particles within the HPC-PVP matrix depending on the particle surface 

functionalization. Particle surfaces were functionalized by propyl-groups (a), cyano-groups (b), 

mercapto-groups (c), amino-groups (d) or a PMPI-linker (e). For visualization confocal laser scanning 

microscopy and fluorescent dye-labeling was used. 
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Figure 8 shows the embedding of particles within the HPC-PVP matrix depending on 

the surface functionalization. For particle surfaces of low adhesiveness (propyl), as 

well as surfaces of high adhesiveness with the polymer, no particle 

clusters/agglomerates are visible. The visual impression of particle embedding is 

comparable for all surface functionalities. Consequently, the impact of particle 

distribution appears as negligible for the HPC-PVP-based matrix. 

Figure 9 shows the particle embedding of the gluten-based matrix depending on the 

particle surface functionalization in comparison to wheat dough. Particles with a 

surface functionalization of intermediate (amino & mercapto) and high (MBS) 

adhesiveness with the gluten matrix are homogeneously distributed within the matrix 

(fig. 9 c, d, e), which is comparable to that of wheat dough (fig. 9 f). In contrast, particle 

surfaces of low adhesiveness with the gluten matrix indicate a cluster/aggregate 

formation. In particular, the particle-polymer system with propyl-functionalized surfaces 

(fig. 9 a), shows large areas of protein (red) and particles (black). Interestingly, the 

embedding of cyano-functionalized particles (fig. 9 b), whose adhesiveness is 

comparable to propyl-functionalized particles, appears more homogenous.  

 

Figure 9: Embedding of particles within the gluten matrix depending on the particle surface 

functionalization. Particle surfaces were functionalized by propyl-groups (a), cyano-groups (b), 

mercapto-groups (c), amino-groups (d) or a MBS-linker (e) in comparison to wheat dough (f). For 

visualization confocal laser scanning microscopy and fluorescent dye-labeling was used. 
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Network formation of polymeric matrix needs water (and mechanical energy). 

Therefore, the polymer-based environment of particles can be regarded as aqueous. 

Particle surfaces with a propyl-functionalization are hydrophobic, whereas particles 

with a cyano-functionalization are hydrophilic. Based on this difference in 

hydrophobicity, the stronger tendency for cluster/aggregate formation of propyl-

functionalized particles seems to be comprehensible. However, the homogenous 

distribution of propyl-functionalized particles in the hydrophilic, and also aqueous, 

HPC-PVP matrix makes the previous assumption questionable. In contrast to the 

hydrophilic HPC-PVP-based matrix, gluten polymers consist to approximately 28 % of 

hydrophobic side chains, which are not accommodated in a hydrophobic protein core 

(Delcour & Hoseney, 2010). This hydrophobic parts of the gluten protein could promote 

an accumulation of the propyl-functionalized particles (via hydrophobic interactions) 

and thus, contribute to the formation of particle-particle and particle-polymer 

clusters/agglomerates at these hydrophobic parts. In addition, the hydration of the 

HPC-PVP matrix is strong compared to a gluten-based matrix (Brandner et al., 2018). 

The lower amount of freely available water could shield the repulsive forces between 

the hydrophobic particle surface and the hydrophilic matrix and thus, contributes to a 

homogenous particle distribution. The formation of particle cluster/agglomerates might 

enhance some mechanical effects, like the Payne effect, by the breakdown of 

agglomerates. However, since both matrix types (HPC-PVP- and gluten-based) show 

corresponding rheological properties with respect to the adhesiveness (and adsorption 

mechanism) between particle and polymer, the cluster/aggregate formation should be 

less important. In general, the observations made by CLSM-imaging are of qualitative 

character. For a profound evaluation of particle embedding in decency of surface 

functionalization, an objective analysis of particle distribution is necessary. Therefore, 

a more detailed discussion of particle distribution depending on surface 

functionalization is not carried out. 

The hybrid artificial systems, consisting of glass beads with varying surface 

functionalization and carbohydrate- (HPC-PVP) or protein-based (gluten) food 

matrices, demonstrated the tremendous impact of the particle-polymer interface on the 

overall mechanical properties of particle-polymer based food systems. Understanding 

particle-polymer interface characteristics (adhesiveness and adsorption mechanism) 

is of significant importance in the hybrid artificial systems to shed light on rheological 

properties. Therefore, an interface characterization of natural particle-polymer 
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systems, like wheat dough, appears as absolutely necessary. The experimental 

approach of Brandner et al. (2021a) offers direct access to address the interface 

between starch particles and gluten polymers. Preliminary results prove the 

applicability and validity of the experimental outline. Figure 10 visualizes the stepwise 

surface functionalization. Flat SiO2 surfaces were functionalized with mercapto groups, 

which were used as binding sites for starch particles (Brandner et al., 2021a). 

Incubation of the mercapto-functionalized SiO2 surface in a starch solution and 

subsequent removal of excess starch in water lead to a closed starch layer on the 

surface, which was shown to be stable against water and ethanol (vide infra). The so 

formed flat starch surface mimics the surface of a single starch particle and, hence, 

allows for adsorption experiments with gliadin. After incubation of the starch surface in 

a gliadin solution, the resulting surface was extensively rinsed with EtOH/H2O (60/40 

v/v %) to evaluate the starch-gluten adhesiveness. 

 

Figure 10: Illustration of the stepwise surface functionalization for analyzing starch-gluten 

adsorption. 

The surface was characterized by contact angle and XPS measurements after 

formation of the starch layer, after rinsing in water and EtOH/H2O (60/40 v/v %), as 

well as after adsorption of gliadin and subsequent rinsing in EtOH/H2O (60/40 v/v %). 

Table 1 shows the results of the macroscopic evaluation by contact angle 

measurements.  

Table 1: Macroscopic evaluation of the gliadin adsorption on a starch-functionalized surface 

based on contact angle measurements. The error is given as one standard deviation of a single 

measurement. 
 

SH-starch SH-starch 
rinsed with H2O 

SH-starch rinsed 
with EtOH 

SH-starch-gliadin 
incubation 

SH-starch-gliadin 
rinsed with EtOH 

Contact 
angle (°) 

67.65 ± 5.42 55.50 ± 1.28  65.92 ± 1.62 55.63 ± 15.73 60.23 ± 1.23 

Rinsing of the mercapto-starch functionalized SiO2 surface causes a decrease of the 

contact angle and its standard derivation from 67.65 ± 5.42 ° to 55.50 ± 1.28 °. The 

low standard derivation after rinsing indicates the formation of a homogenous surface 
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due to the desorption of weakly adsorbed multilayers of starch during rinsing. The 

incubation of the mercapto-starch SiO2 surface in gliadin results in a constant contact 

angle of ~55 °. However, a significant increase of the standard derivation (15.73 °) 

occurs. The subsequent rinsing step increases the contact angle (60.23 °) and 

decreases the standard derivation (1.23 °). The information given by the contact angles 

indicate the formation of an inhomogeneous surface after adsorption of gliadin and a 

homogenization of surface after rinsing. Due to similar contact angles after rinsing the 

gliadin incubated surface compared to the initial starch surface, deducing the 

adhesiveness between gliadin and starch is speculative without data revealing the 

molecular surface composition.  

 

Figure 11: Nanoscopic evaluation of gliadin adsorption at a SiO2-mercapto-starch functionalized 

surface. C 1s core level spectra of the mercapto-starch SiO2 surface in a), after 2x5 min rinsing in H2O 

or rather EtOH/H2O, after incubation with gliadin as well as after 2x5 min of rinsing in EtOH/H2O. N 1s 

core level spectra of the mercapto-starch SiO2 surface in b), after 2x5 min rinsing in H2O or rather 

EtOH/H2O, after incubation with gliadin as well as after 2x5 min of rinsing in EtOH/H2O. 
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Therefore, the nanoscopic surface composition was analyzed by XPS. The C 1s (fig. 

11 a) and N 1s (fig. 11 b) core level spectra provide useful information regarding the 

surface modifications. Mercapto-starch functionalized SiO2 surfaces as are and after 

rinsing show C 1s peaks of identical binding energies, shapes and intensities. Thus, 

an irreversible adsorption of starch at the mercapto-functionalized SiO2 surface is 

concluded. After gliadin incubation, the C 1s peak position shifts and a shoulder at 

higher binding energy appears. Also, an N 1s peak becomes detectable which can be 

attributed to nitrogen-containing amide groups in proteins. Thus, an adsorption of 

gliadin at the mercapto-starch functionalized SiO2 surface is confirmed. The 

subsequent rinsing step did not lead to any relevant changes in the C 1s and N 1s 

spectra and thus, indicates a stable adsorption of gliadin at the starch surface. Both, 

contact angle and XPS measurements, indicate a high adhesiveness between gliadin 

and starch. The experimental approach of Brandner et al. (2021a) has proven to be 

suitable for an interface characterization in a wider range as exemplarily shown for 

native starch particles and gluten polymers. This paves the way towards further 

analyses including also the impact of process conditions, like temperature or pH value, 

on natural occurring and technically relevant interfaces such as starch-gluten. This 

leads directly to a deeper understanding of wheat dough behavior. 

In conclusion, the presented thesis provides new insights into the effect of particle-

polymer interfaces on the mechanical properties of food-based viscoelastic matrices. 

By using an innovative approach of presenting defined glass bead surfaces for 

imitating functional groups of natural (starch) particle surfaces, an interface control of 

particle and polymeric food matrix (protein-/carbohydrate-based) becomes possible 

without changing size, shape or volume fraction. Based on the displayed adsorption 

mechanisms of polymers, a new point of view is available for analyzing and 

understanding the impact of particle surface functionality on network formation and 

behavior of food matrices. 
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